
CYCLONE BOOSTER FAN PLUS: OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

 

Step 1: For manual control, simply set the switch to ON and the fan will be activated and setting the 

switch to OFF will then turn it off.  

Step 2: For automatic control, set the switch to either HOT or COOL depending on whether you are 

heating or cooling your home. The fan will activate upon sensing warmed or cooled air. 

Step 3: Tune the TEMPADJUST dial to your desired level of sensitivity.  

NOTE: Synching your new Booster Fan Plus to your thermostat may take a few adjustments on your 

part. The range is about ten degrees from most sensitive to least sensitive in either HOT or COOL mode. 

For example; in HOT mode and on the most sensitive setting, the fan will automatically turn on when it 

senses even slightly heated air whereas in the least sensitive setting the air would have to be heated 

significantly.  

Again, it may take a few adjustments to get the Cyclone Booster Fan Plus in-sync with your thermostat 

or air conditioning system. For clarification, the Booster Fan Plus will not turn on immediately with the 

furnace, rather it will turn on when the tempered air is sensed.  

Watch the helpful instructional video! https://cyclonerangehoods.com/booster-fans/ 

Once you have your Booster Fan Plus tuned to your thermostat you will never have to worry 

about it again. Just set it and forget it! 

 

CYCLONE BOOSTER FAN PLUS LIMITED WARRANTY (FOR CUSTOMERS TO KEEP) 

 

North America Range Hoods Inc. (Hereunder called The Company) provides a warranty that its products 

are free from defects in workmanship and materials for a period of one year from the date of purchase. 

(Original receipt and this card must be provided). 

 

For warranty services, please contact the dealer whom you purchased the product from or the address 

shown below. 

 

The company reserves the right to change product specifications without notice. 

 

North America Range Hoods Inc. 

1361 Huntingwood Dr. Suite 16 Scarborough, ON Canada, M1B 1L8 

1-888-293-5662 

Website: Https://www.CycloneRangeHoods.com 

Email: Service@CycloneRangeHoods.com 
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